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OXVSYS
automation and more

We create autonomous infrastructure and 
scalable solutions for modern world problems.



Since 2021, We have shown commendable progress in
our domain (Fintech), and now we are finally here to
expand our firm and get a much stronger hold in this
shark pool.

Oxvsys is a combination of alphabets which have a
hidden meaning.

Ox (the Bull) is the symbol of strength which indeed
depicts the robustness of the company.
Letter V stands for Virtual and Sys is the shortform of
system, so when we combine these three Ox-V-Sys
stands for Strongest Virtual System. 

About Us



How can we
provide value

Experience the future of web technology with our Progressive Web App. Seamlessly engage users
with fast, reliable, and immersive experiences across devices, without the need for downloads.
Enhance user engagement and drive conversions like never before.

Progressive Web App

Launch your startup with the perfect MVP. Oxvsys Automation crafts top-notch SaaS solutions
tailored for startups. Our business-oriented technical expertise sets us apart, ensuring a unique and
successful partnership for your business's growth.

Minimum Viable Product

Build your ideal ERP software with ease using pre-built libraries and components for a tailored
solution that perfectly fits your unique business needs.
We understand that every business has unique operations and budgeting needs. That's why we offer
customized solutions that are tailored to your specific requirements.

Custom Manufacturing ERP



EVENT MANAGEMENT TOOL 

Able to host offline and online
events. Plan Events to share with
peers. Collaborate with people
with the chat system. 

Women & Leadership in
Insurance World | Key Customer
Engagement Models |
Technological Disruption in
Insurance World | Role of AI-ML,
Big Data & IoT in the Insurance
sector



SHG FINANCE

Private Small Finance banks collect
some predefined amount on a
monthly basis and then distribute
the collected amount to the
shareholder as a form of a loan.

This is one of the primary incomes of
such banks along with fixed deposits
and other monthly or periodic
income such as fines, shares, etc.



TAURUS EDUCATION

Many school-based ERPs forget
that school administrations are
overwhelmed with large data entry
they have to repeatedly sync
school, student, and administration
data with the government and
other stakeholders 

Our solution help all stakeholder to
achieve their goals



LMS TOOL

An innovative online platform
designed to revolutionize the way
students and educators engage with
educational content. 

Aim to bridge the gap between
traditional classroom education and
the digital world by curating high-
quality educational content from
various trusted sources.



EXIM

A tool where an Import Export
Consultant can collaborate with
individuals and companies on
importing and exporting goods. 

Our Tool helps to create a custom
workflow for document approvals
and connect with consultants within
no time.



KIAF

A simple yet useful tool to enlist
farmer and their livestock and area
under farming. 

This survey helps our client to
provide farmer with financial
assistance and promote relevant
products.



BUDGET TOOL 

Create budget for manufacturing
unit. Create multiple revisions and
change order for given project. 

Plan and generate budgeting reports



OUR
ACHIEVEMENT

15 +
Happy Client

15 +
Team Size

3 +
Years of Experience



Co-Founder and 
Tech Lead

SIDDHESH KAND

Co-Founder and
Frontend Lead

AKSHAY SHENDKAR

Co-Founder and
Backend Lead

AKSHAY PAWAR

 Co-Founder and
Mgmt. Head

SHIVNATH SHINDE

OXVSYS LEADERS



Full Stack Engineer

VINAYAK GAIKWAD

Full Stack Engineer

SNEHA KALBHOR

Frontend Developer

SEJAL BANKAR

Tech / System Advisor

SUJEET B.

OXVSYS PILLARS



LIFE AT OXVSYS



THANK
YOU
We look forward to working
with you

OFFICE

+91 88888 41181

www.oxvsys.com

Kunjirwadi, Pune. 412201

hello@oxvsys.com


